INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY ART EVENT AGAINST CHILD ABUSE
VI. SPECIAL EDITION
FIRST PART:

FACADES VIDEO PROJECTION
SECOND PART:

ART EXHIBITION WITH MUSIC, DANCE, THEATER, PANEL
ROOMS AND CULINARY

!! WE MAKE ART AGAINST VIOLENCE !!
GENERAL GUIDELINES

This event is organized by the charity organization “Anime Senza Voce” under the direction of Brigitte
Ostwald in cooperation with the company VISUAL TECNOLOGY, a leading company in the field of video
projection based in Ravenna, the State Agency for Education and Culture and the City Council of Cervia
( RA), Cattolica (RN) and Mondaino (RN).

CERVIA (RA) * 08/21/2021

CATTOLICA (RN) * 08/22/2021

MILANO MARITTIMA (RA) * 08/23-24/2021
MONDAINO (RN) * 09/24 – 10/03/2021

To participate, download the General Guidelines and fill out the Registration Form.
The signature on the request is binding, guarantees participation and accepts the general guidelines of the
organizers of this event.
1. Description of the event
In view of the historical period we are experiencing, we have decided to dedicate the activities of 2021 to
the 10th anniversary of the Istanbul Convention. A convention that plays a fundamental role in the legal
fight against all forms of violence and represents a binding international treaty between 45 states, which,
however, has only been ratified by 34 states so far.
The annual event of Anime Senza Voce will be divided into two separate dates and therefore there will be a
special edition 2021 Part 1 in the form of a virtual event with the video projection of the individual works.
We use historical buildings and private structures and illuminate the facades with a spectacular video
projection of the art objects to be presented from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. The multimedia show will open
with the respective logo of the community and will be continued with a series of works of art by our
national and international artists, all of which are related to the topic but are also suitable for our small
audience. The inauguration ceremony will take place again to the most spectacular tones of “Imagine” by
John Lennon.
Each video projection lasts 3 hours and is broadcast live by the main social networks. At the beginning or at
the end - the details still have to be determined - the artists present, who also involve the entire audience,
begin with the flight of white balloons (biodegradable !!), the symbol of our action.
Part 2 of the special edition 2021 is being organized in the medieval mountain village of Mondaino (RN), an
exhibition of works of art that encompasses the entire historical center of the place and, in addition to
video projection, has made itself available to an exhibition of our artists in the medieval halls as Organizing
also outside in the open air accompanies in different places with music, dance, theater, panel debates and
culinary specialties.
The whole place has made itself available for cooperation with our event and the program will be published
shortly.
2. Conditions of participation
Video projection (August): Each artist has the opportunity to participate with photos of 3 of your artworks
that must have the topic "child abuse". The submitted works must be in vertical format and have a good
resolution, which is essential for video projection.
• Photos of the artwork (PNG, JPG, ODT)
• Single title for all 3 works
Exhibition (September): For the exhibition, the format remains as desired but will in any case be at least 1
work on a testimony or theme, in total no more than 6 works.
Anyone who has already participated in previous events can send in the art objects that have already been
exhibited at any time and those who have participated in the video projection 2020 can reuse the works
that have already been inserted. However, if you want to create a new work in a short time, you will
receive one from a victim who was a victim of abuse in his youth / childhood authentic letter on the basis of
which it should represent / name a work of art. The artist must also ensure that:
- The person concerned is respected in all their forms and expressions

- Respect for the person's reputation, intelligence and body
- The sensitivity and the protection of minors is guaranteed
3. Competition
A competition will be held throughout the duration of the event asking the audience to choose a favorite
work or artist. The three most popular artists will then be announced via our social network.
4. Place of issue
The facade projection takes place on various ancient buildings and structures of the respective host cities
and the exhibition event takes place in Mondaino (RN).
5. Cancellation or postponement of the event
The organizer is responsible for postponing or canceling the event. This will be communicated to the
respective participant in writing in good time and has no legal consequences for the organizer. In the event
of cancellation, the organizer will reimburse the participant for the amount previously transferred.
6. Participation costs
The participation costs are €. 85.00 (80.00 for members) and this amount applies to the entire duration of
the entire event. After registration, the artist will receive an email to make the full payment as indicated in
the registration form.
For those who wish to receive a certificate, the fee is €. 5.00 additional.

Registration deadline July 31, 2021
7. Payment
The payment of the participation fee must be made by 31st July 2021 by electronic payment.
I hereby confirm that I have understood the general guidelines and accept them. I also accept that my
personal data will be used for this purpose, taking data protection into account.

Place, date

Signature

…………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………

